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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

The dissemination of any project is a structural element to make it be successful.  

From the beginning until the end the dissemination of, firstly, the aims, the methodology, the 

implementation and, finally, the results, findings, possible replications, and recommendations, it 

represents a key element.  

Without a proper dissemination, all the mentioned items would remain hidden and would not 

contribute to the scientific and technological progress in any way or not at a desirable scale 

where all the job done generates a positive impact.  

That is why a regular dissemination follow-up must be implemented from the very first steps of 

a project.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The implementation of an efficient dissemination for the Cirtechtex project goes though some 

apparently simple but important steps.  

A virtual scenario where internet users easily find all the necessary information related to the 

project must be enabled as soon as possible.  

In that line, the Cirtechtex consortium has managed to implement two actions: a) the design and 

launch of the official project’s website and b) the dissemination of the mentioned website from 

each one partner’s webpage.  

 

2. CIRTECHTEX WEBSITE 

The Cirtechtex website (https://marinatextil.com/life22-env-en-life-cirtechtex) has been 

already launched. It has been allocated within Marina Textil hosting site and it has been 

designed following an intuitive structure. 

 

2.1. Home 

The Cirtechtex website’s home is dedicated to present a concise and general overview of the 
project. It attempts to explain in the shortest possible way the key points and interesting facts of 
the project, so the audience retain fast what is the project about and remain on the website in 
case of potential interest.  

 

 

 

 

2.2. News 

Following with the manageable structure that allows the user to navigate through the site with 
the minimum possible clicks, the next part is the news section.  

https://marinatextil.com/life22-env-en-life-cirtechtex
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Nowadays, and as long as the kick-off meeting took place recently, there are not news, but the 
idea is that once the user has been aware what the project is about after checking the home 
section, it easily jumps into the most recent news about the project.  

 

 

 

2.3. The project 

The next section is the project description. It provides a wider description of the project, for 
those interested stakeholders that want to know more about it.  

 

 

 

2.4. Participants 

The participants’ section focuses on the consortium.  
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All the partners’ logos have been placed and linked to their respective websites, where they 
also make a specific dissemination of the project. This way, the visitor is able to easily figure 
out what kind of consortium and what kind of expertise can each partner provide to the 
project.  

 

 

2.5. Deliverables 

The deliverables section is the part of the website which will progressively acquire more 
importance, as long as the project results and findings will be uploaded and updated in this part 
of the webpage.  

Up until now, it remains empty, as long as the project has just recently started.  
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2.6. Contact 

Another important section that the website counts with is the contact block. It is essential to 
have available a section like this to make it accessible for any stakeholders who wants to know 
more about the project or the consortium.  

 

 

 

 

2.7. Footer 
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Finally, it needs to be mentioned that apart of the accessibility to each section of the site 
through the menu bar, at the bottom of the website it is always visible the EU and Life logos 
and disclaimer as long as a permanent contact block.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. PROJECT VIRTUAL DISSEMINATION 

The second dissemination action already taken by the partnership has been, as mentioned, the 
design and launch a specific project profile for each one of the partners’ websites.  

All of them have made it according to their respective website corporative guidelines and also 
providing the most important information of the project.  

Some of them have translated the profile into several languages to engage their targets more 
effectively.  

 

3.1. AEI Tèxtils 

In the case of AEI Tèxtils the Cirtechtex has been translated into Catalan, English and Spanish 
languages and it is accompanied with several icons linking the project’s benefits to the cluster’s 
strategic lines.  
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https://www.textils.cat/en/project/cirtechtex-3/ 

 

3.2. Fil man made group 

Fil Man Made group has opted for a general summary of the project showing the relevant links 
that will follow the visitor to wider explanations.  

https://www.textils.cat/en/project/cirtechtex-3/
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https://filmanmadegroup.com/en/certification-page/life22-env-es-life-cirtechtex 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3. FontFilva S.L. 

In FontFilva S.L.’s website the project summary, objectives, consortium and project duration is 
very well detailed.   

The project website is translated into four languages: Catalan, English, French and Spanish.  

https://filmanmadegroup.com/en/certification-page/life22-env-es-life-cirtechtex
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http://www.fontfilva.com/es/empresa/proyectos 

 

3.4. Grau S.A. 

In Grau S.A.’s website also provide the project’s general overview together with a map of the 
consortium. It is available in Catalan, English and Spanish.  

http://www.fontfilva.com/es/empresa/proyectos
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http://grausa.com/cirtechtex-project/?lang=en 

 

 

3.5. Leitat 

http://grausa.com/cirtechtex-project/?lang=en
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Leitat webpage shows a summary of the project, along with other related information. 

 

https://www.leitat.org/ca/les-nostres-iniciatives/ 

 

3.6. Marina Textil 

As long as Marina Textil hosts the main project website and it is located in a distinguished section, 
they do not need to create another specific project profile. In that line, the main Cirtechtex 
already acts as a project’s profile.  

 
 

https://marinatextil.com/life22-env-en-life-cirtechtex 
3.7. Tranemo 

Finally, Tranemo’s website also counts with a general description of the project that is available 
for all their visitors and possible engagements.  

https://www.leitat.org/ca/les-nostres-iniciatives/
https://marinatextil.com/life22-env-en-life-cirtechtex
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https://www.tranemoworkwear.se/life-2022-sap-env 

 

  

https://www.tranemoworkwear.se/life-2022-sap-env
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

The dissemination implementation is determinant to exploit a project’s potentialities. From the 
beginning, Cirtechtex has been aware of it and has worked intensely to maximise its own 
capacities.  

The consortium has accomplished its initial goals regarding the external project dissemination 
by having finished the Cirtechtex project website as long as the individual project profiles for 
each partner website.  

 

 


